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No, not too much. Just once in a while you see them where they,have a lot
\

of cavities in their teeth. Some of them has pyorrhea. Not too1 many.

(Now their glasses, when they need a pair of glasses, it depends\on if thev

clinic has any money left, doesn't it?) \ /

Yes. That's right.^ . \

(They take care of the school children first...) *-' ' . '
\ .

• Oh yeah. The school children, usually, comes with their glasses and dental

work. Now the "government provides for that, more so - more" or less than

they do for the grown people. %'

(They try to allow them one pair a year.) i

Yeah, they try.

-"• (But if they don't have the money, they don't get that, do they?)

No, they dpn't. Now, for a while these clinics didn't have no money, or the

7 hospitals didn't have the money to provide all this. But whenever they do

*?, get them, they 'do help1 em.* But the school children comes first. And we

having quite a bit of dental work and the glasses. So here, about two weeks

ago, a long about Christmas, I think "they got a little money to provide

glasses for the adults. Oh they just flogged in there - I don't 'Snow how

far they'll go with the glasses.*'And quite a few dental works comin' in,

too. Of course, if'they can't do it in the clinics, they have to send them

to other .places where there are dentists.•

(Well, as it stands right now, with the dental work, they still take only

emergencies - what theyrconsider emergencies, don't they? Generally, if

it hurts, they pull it. They aren't doing any fillings or any bridge work,

\ * .
* ' \ * • \ ' h

or anything like'that.) i-
No. Unless the unit directors reoommehd it and give them authority to dp

• *

these things.
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